Angelo Bellobono
From Sarajevo to Saint Moritz (2003/2011)
This project, a natural continuation of a long series of works based on the ‘ski resort’ and
‘entertainment’, developed out of an invitation to organize an event at Saint Moritz.
It was natural to associate this unique and renowned resort with the equally unique and famous
winter sports resort of Sarajevo.
Two places which encapsulate the sense and nonsense of human behaviour.
S. Moritz, symbol of extreme luxury but also home to sporting achievements and a spectacular
natural landscape.
Sarajevo, a theatre of European history, host of the 1984 Winter Olympics and backdrop to the
bloody conflict familiar to us all.
Here we find all the material typical of humanity and of human life, its multi-faceted relationship
with nature, pleasure, performance, hatred, creativity, the interminable process of destruction and
reconstruction typical of our planet and its inhabitants, of its chemical and organic composition.
Crucially, all these properties have been taken to an extreme in St Moritz and Sarajevo; suffice it to
remember the massive economic and organizational efforts put into the Winter Olympics by
Sarajevo, only to produce an even greater destructive force a few years later. And what can we
say of the concentration of wealth in a single place like S. Moritz, a symbol of absolute well-being.
Two areas in which skiing does not necessarily hold the same meaning. This how the idea of an
imaginary ski run arose, a long and very difficult piste linking the two resorts, which for me
symbolize existence itself.

Biography
From a past as a professional skier, trainer and free-rider, fogs, bodies and territories re-emerge,
frozen and then melted, speed and instability; the vast spaces of Patagonia or the Alps return,
at the mercy of nature at its most extreme, changing and modifying all certainties, all reference
points, accustoming us to difference, irony and fear. In the same way, the years of community
centres and fanzines, which subsequently became wellness centres or clubs or glamour
magazines, reveal the processes of assimilation and institutionalization of subcultures and
ideologies. After working as a graffiti and installation artist in the early 80s/90s and taking a degree
in Motor Sciences in 1988, began nomadic years which led him first to live in France alongside two
very different artists, Bertrand Lavier and Roberto Combas, and later in California with Liza Lou,
Bill Viola, Bedia and Peter Halley. In 2000 he returned to Italy and Rome, where he lives for about
6 months a year, the remainder being spent in New York.
From the beginning of his career, Angelo Bellobono has always placed humanity and the territory
at the centre of his artistic research, stressing the difficult relations of belonging and identity,
understood not simply in the socio-cultural but also in a biological sense. The mechanisms by
which biochemistry translates into behaviours and emotions is the thread running through all his
paintings, videos and performances.
A sense of dramatic irony thus pervades his portraits, lost in a blinding whiteness or in a dark sea
of crude oil, at once liquid and solid, conceptually unstable and temporary, dependent on their
chemical sense of biological precariousness. They reveal the constant efforts made to seek out
an identity and a place in which to belong, a constant freezing and unfreezing of hidden or denied
existences and of an ideal well-being. Bellobono gives form and consistency to a sampler of
emotions experienced by all human beings; in his most recent works, which also probe the drive to
immigrate, this investigation once again combines painting with performance and video art.
So we find female body builders training with anorexic youths (Cardiofrequenze 1999), the training
programmes developed for marines in fashionable wellness centres (Body life program 2003),
icebergs drifting like nations, guarded by armies of toy soldiers from different civilizations
(Temporary civilization 2006), migrants pedalling spinning bikes, lighting with the energy produced
a sign displaying a call to wellness (Chist’è o’ paese d’ò sole, Fondazione Volume-Union 2008)
or moving crates of fruit to reveal their portrait, recontextualizing identity in a new territory (from
ecuador to rome, Wunderkammern 2009), post-punks in a hypothetical community centre which
ironically becomes an elegant wellness centre do pilates and yoga to the sound of God save the
queen, turned into a New Age mantra (Lowlife well-being center, Changing Role 2009, Lowereast
life 2009 Envoy NY and Eastside Biasaart 2010 Bali), Africans tackling blocks of ice, archives of
memory and identity which melt on the skin (Afrika(n)ice, 2010-2011), the spreading
mediocrity and denied freedoms starting from John Stuart Mill (About freedom and Decimate
mediocrity, 2010/2011).
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